Possible signs of Intellectual Disability

“My baby is slow to crawl, unlike my previous children”

“My baby seems unresponsive to the games I play and it is hard to get a reaction from her”

“The child I treated today had a lot of trouble talking to me and following the instructions I gave him”

Alarm Bells

- Late sitting, crawling, standing, walking and talking
- Difficulty saying what they want or understanding what is said
- Difficulties understanding social rules and customs, waiting their turn
- Child consistently behaving much younger than his/her actual age
- Difficulty learning new information even when given plenty of chances
- Difficulty learning new skills even after many chances to practice
- Difficulty remembering things
- No real fear of danger, will run into busy road
- Shows little or no interest in the world around them
- Behaviour problems, intolerance and tantrums

For more information, contact Inclusion Ghana:
E: info@inclusion-ghana.org
W: www.inclusion-ghana.org
F: /InclusionGhana
P: +233 (0) 30 224 3291 or +233 (0) 20 615 1523
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